
Week Ending: Friday 26th November 2021

Welsh of the Week

Pwy wyt ti? - Who are 
you?

Sut wyt ti? - How are 
you?

Bore da - Good morning

Prynhawn da - Good 
afternoon

Important reminders and information

Home - School Communication
To see more of what we do in Dosbarth Hensol/Ogwr, please visit our school Twitter page, 

@ysgolyddraig #YYDHENSOL #YYDOGWR

Reading Packs
We will be sending reading packets home every Monday and must be returned by Friday to allow for the 

recommended 72 hour quarantine period. If packets are not returned, please understand we will be 
unable to change the book for the following week. Please encourage your child to take responsibility for 
the contents, to promote independence. Your child will be given the opportunity to choose a book from 
our school library. This is solely to promote the love of reading and exploring a range of literature. We 
do not expect your child to read it themselves. We would be grateful if you could share the story with 

your child and discuss your thoughts and opinions about the characters, setting, storyline ect.  

Collection
We would like this opportunity to again remind you to please notify the office if there are any changes to 

who will be collecting your child from school. We have policies and procedures in place, to ensure 
pupils are safe and secure at all times. We are only able to dismiss pupils to adults 16+ with direct 

permission from their parents/guardians. We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your 
patience and understanding. 

Queuing at pick up
Please join the queue on the path, along the steps, to the gate by Forest School. Disabled people and 
those with buggies are encouraged to use the diagonal path if entering from the Forest School gate, 

follow the path to the office, then exit through the main entrance. However, if you enter through the 
main entrance follow the path directly to collection point and exit through the main entrance. For those 

who are able, if you enter through the main entrance we request you follow the path to Forest School 
and join the line along the steps.

Dosbarth Hensol/Ogwr Reception News

This week in Reception, we started our week looking at uppercase and 
lowercase letters. Using Duplo, we recognised and matched the uppercase to 
the lowercase and used highlighters to see how many uppercase letters we 
could spot in the newspaper. 

We have continued to work on our number recognition, number ordering 
and number writing this week, making sure to discuss why numbers are so 
important to us in our everyday lives.

For our Enrichment day this week, we began to look at the world around us. 
We looked at global and local landmarks and discussed what landmarks are. 
We looked at the art work of local artist Ginnie Bateman and Scottish artist 
Jennifer Cooper, who both use technology to create their own graphic 
designs. We have been exploring diversity further by learning how to say 
‘Hello’ in different languages from around the world and recorded our 
greetings on our class Seesaw. We discussed where in the world we live, 
looking at Llantwit Major, Vale of Glamorgan, Wales, Europe and our planet 
Earth.

Thank you, Reception Team


